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Charmed Salon 
LeeAnne Gibbs, Charmed Salon, owner/operator 

 

How did your business originate?  

Gibbs: “I took it over from an existing owner 10 years ago, it was already established.” 

  

What do you think makes your business stand out?  

Gibbs: “I think our atmosphere and our experience. The experience you get when you're in the 
salon, as well as, all of our stylists have worked for a long time, very well educated.”  

 

What does it mean to you to be a member of the Chamber of Commerce and part of their 
network?  

Gibbs: “I guess it's the connections with the other chamber businesses and the local support.” 

 

In what ways did your business change or have to pivot due to covid?  

Gibbs: “Definitely even more cleaning than before, spacing clients out and spacing out 
appointments. I feel we've lost a lot of the unique experience that made our salon what it was. 
So back to your question before, what made us different? I think we've lost some of that, 
because everything's become very methodical and we just kind of order people around. There's 
so many rules now, so we've lost the little special touches like, having food available and the 
atmosphere has had to change. I had promoted the salon on Facebook, but we just haven't had 
the time to do it. It's not that we haven't been promoting ourselves, but we really don't need 
the advertising, because we are so busy at this time just catching up. So part of it's just been a 
time factor, we just haven't been able to.” 
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What does the term stronger together mean to you?  

Gibbs: “I would say Stronger Together would be like networking with other businesses. A good 
example for me would be that Beauty and the Barber and Shear Passion and ourselves really 
got together a lot during the lockdown. We communicated very frequently and just aligned 
ourselves, trying to be kind of together as businesses, but each keeping our own, unique flair to 
ourselves. We try to align ourselves with pricing, with mindset, attitude and hours. Just things 
like that. And I really felt that helped get us all together, to get us through, having someone to 
share with.”  

 

What benefits do you see when the community chooses to support local businesses?  

Gibbs: “Well, first of all, it allows you financially to grow and start caring and doing more things 
that they want in a small business. What people are looking for, what they go to the city for, 
you can afford to do those kinds of things if you have the backing. I just feel you felt like 
someone had your back when the community was supporting you. That was a really good 
feeling this Christmas, people there don't even normally shop with you still were, just to help 
you out. And you felt like the community really had you and that you were validated as a 
business in the community, by people that just weren't necessarily your clients, but just other 
people in the community as well.” 

 

How has the community supported you and your business?  

Gibbs: “A lot of positivity on social media, a lot of liking and sharing. And just phone in orders 
and social media orders, people still purchased gift cards, purchased products. And just kind 
words, those go a long way, as well. And then, of course, rebooking, people still coming back. 
We are really fortunate in our type of business that people were knocking on our door 
regardless of the season. With some stores, if they don't sell what people are looking for, 
they're not going to be busy. But everyone wanted what we had, so we're really fortunate. One 
of those covid wishes was to go back and get your hair cut. So we knew we would be okay when 
we opened again.” 


